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c) Acharaya Bhadraakaam Varni
d) Satish Arya ji [please refer Ved-Yog.Com]
e) Rajesh Yadav Arya ji [please refer his Scribed A/B RajeshShailesh]
f) Gurukul Kangri [www.gkvharidwar.org]
g) www.dli.ernet.in

Thanks to Yashpriya Arya ji and Acharya Umesh Bharadwaj for their continuous encouragement. Lastly, and most importantly, feet touching acknowledgment to my parents Shri Durga Prasad Agarwal and Shrimati Premlata Agarwal for their support and guidance in making this compilation possible.

परिशिष्ट / ANNEX-2: UN-AVAILABLE PRINT WORKS OF MAHARSHI DAYANAND SARASWATI (MDS):

1) Sandhya (Published but Unavailable) (1863): First published work of MDS immediately after completion of his studies under Swami Virjanand; from Jwalaprapkash Press, Agra. Thirty thousand copies were distributed free of cost then; the expenditure was met by one Rupal; unfortunately, the work is no more available. It is assumed that, its content has been included in some later works of MDS like Sanskaar Vidhi.

2) VedBhashyam Namune ka PRATHAM Ank (1875): It is a reinterpretation of the legend of Gautam - Ahilya, quite different from the versions available in the Puranas. A part of this book is reproduced in RigVedadi Bhashya Bhumika.

3) Gautam Ahilya ki katha (Unpublished and Unavailable) (1879): It is a reinterpretation of the legend of Gautam - Ahilya, quite different from the versions available in the Puranas. A part of this book is reproduced in RigVedadi Bhashya Bhumika.

4) Gadarbh Taapni Upnishad (Unpublished and Unavailable): As per Babu Devendranath Mukhopadhyay, MDS used to carry ready compilation of useful evidences for Shashastra, under the aegis of Gadarbh Taapi Unipnash.

5) Ashtadhyayi Bhaasaya - Vol 4 (Unpublished and Unavailable): MDS did bhasaya of Ashtadhyayi Bhaasaya, which could not be completed during his lifetime. He authored 4 volumes, of which only first 3 volumes were published by Vedic Yantralaya (unfortunately, that too without proper editing and with many mistakes). The 4th volume never got published.

6) Advaitmat Khandanam (Published but Unavailable): Denounced the doctrine of non-duality of Shankaracharya’s Advaita; Published from Light Press, Beneras 1870.

7) Satyarth Prakash - Edition 1 (1875) (Published but Unavailable): MDS published the second edition during his lifetime in 1883, hence the first edition was withdrawn. The original Sanskrit version is available.

8) Some of the Pravachans / Shashtrarthas were first published in a language other than Hindi; since unavailable, only hindi translations have been included in this DVD.

PS: We are not sure but some of the above may be kept preserved with Paropkarini Sabha / Vedic Yantralaya, Ajmer.

परिशिष्ट / ANNEX-3: AVAILABLE PRINT WORKS OF MAHARSHI DAYANAND SARASWATI (MDS)
The following 69 Print Works of Maharsi Dayanand Saraswati (MDS), as could be found, have been compiled in this DVD:

1. SATYARTH PRAKASH (1884)
2. RIGVEDAADI BHASYA BHUMIKA (1878)
YAJURVED BHASHYAM (Complete) (1878 to 1889):
12. Yajurved Bhasyam - Book 1
13. Yajurved Bhasyam - Book 2
14. Yajurved Bhasyam - Book 3
15. Yajurved Bhasyam - Book 4

ASTHADHYAYI BHASHYA (3 PARTS) (Incomplete) (1878 to 1879):
16. Asthadhyayi Bhashya - Book 1
17. Asthadhyayi Bhashya - Book 2
18. Asthadhyayi Bhashya - Book 3
x. Asthadhyai Bhashya - Book 4 - unpublished / unavailable

VEDANG PRAKASH (Set of 14 Books):
19. Varnoccharan Shiksha (1879)
20. Sandhi Vishay
21. Naamik
22. Kaarakiya
23. Saamaasik
24. Streintaaddhit
25. Ayayaarath
26. Aakhyaatikah
27. Sauvar
28. PariBhashik
29. Dhatupath
30. Ganpaath
31. Unaadikosh
32. Nighantu

ATMA JEEVANI / JANM CHARITRA (AUTO BIOGRAPHY):
34. Swami Dayanand dwara swakathit Jann Charitra (04-08-1875): During Poona pravachan.
35. Swami Dayanand dwara swarachit Jann Charitra (1880): (For The Theosophist Society’s monthly Journal: Nov & Dec 1880): It was written by MDS in Hindi; translated in English and published by The Theosophist Society.

MISCELLANEOUS LAGHU GRANTH:
36. Arya Samaj ke Niyaam aur Upniyam (30-11-1874)
37. Panch Maha Yaja Vidhi (1874)

38. Aryabhavinaya (1876)
39. Sanskarvidhi (1877 & 1884)
40. Aaryoddeshya Ratna Maala (1877)
41. Sanskrit Vakyaprabodh (1879)
42. Vyavahar Bhanu (1879)
43. Bhrratinvaran (1880)
44. Bharomocchedan (1880)
45. Anu Bhrmocchedan (1880)
46. Gokaruna Nidi (1880)
47. Swikar Patra (1883)
48. Swamantavyaamantavaya Prakashah (1884)
49. Chaturved Vishay Suchi
50. Saamved Sanhitayah Mantraam Varannukram Suchi
51. VedBhashyam Namune ka DWITIYA Ank (1876)

PATRA AUR VIGYAAPAN:
Rishi Dayanand ke patra aur vigyapan - Vol 1 - Pandit Yudhistir Mimansak
Rishi Dayanand ke patra aur vigyapan - Vol 2 - Pandit Yudhistir Mimansak
Rishi Dayanand ke patra aur vigyapan - Vol 3 - Pandit Yudhistir Mimansak
Rishi Dayanand ke patra aur vigyapan - Vol 4 - Pandit Yudhistir Mimansak

SHASTRARTHA / PRAVACHAN / KHANDANAM (CRITICISM) BOOKS:
Bhagvat Khandnam OR Paakhand Khandan (1866)
Hugli Shastrarth (1873)
Vedanti Dhwant Nivanar (1875)
Vedvivruddh mat Khandan (1875)
Shikshapatri Dhwant Nivanar (1875)
Puna Pravachan / Updesh Manjari (04-07-1875)
Jullundhar Shastrarth (1877)
Satyadharm Vichar (Mela Chandapur) / Satya Dharma Vichaar (1877)
Bareily Shastrarth / Satyasatyaa Vivek (1879)
Kashi Shastrarth (1880)
Ajmer Shastrarth
Masuda Shastrarth
Udaipur Shastrarth
Miscellaneous Shastrarth & Pravachan

The Four Vedas contain 20,500+ Mantras. Each mantra is a treasure of knowledge in itself. Since ages, Rishis and Pandits have authored many books on the revelations contained in these Mantras. Still a commoner, today, is far from knowing a slightest bit of this divine ocean of knowledge. One of the most important missing links to passing on of the Vedic knowledge is the modern mode of communication and integrated style of arrangement of the knowledge.

www.Vedakosh.com is an effort to this direction of presenting the Vedas and its explanations thru internet with appropriate integration of various terms and concepts. The following are the salient features of the envisioned website:

- One Web Page each for:
  - Each Mantra
  - Each Chapter or Section (like Mandal / Ashok / Adhyaya / Sukta / Anuvak / etc)
  - Each Rishi
  - Each Devta
  - Each Chhand, etc
- The total number of web pages ~ 30,000
- The website will contain the 4 Vedas and available arsh / arya translations and explanations. This will include Vedic Granths like Brahman, Aranyaks, Upanishads and Darshan Shashtras.
- Necessary uncoded translations will also be uploaded for necessary criticism.
- Sanskrit, Hindi and English will be the key languages. However, relevant content available in other languages will also be uploaded.
- The content will be preferably put in Unicode Fonts (like Mangal UCF for Hindi & Sanskrit)
- All the content will be maintained in a relational database which would also be available separately on demand.
- Important terms / concepts (e.g. Seeksha, Jyotish, Kalpa, etc) will be inter-linked for easy / flexible maneuvering / surfing.
- The content will be corroborated with Pada Paath, Pada Suchi, Anukramanikaas (Multi Parameter Indices), Online Dictionary (Nighantu), and Grammer (Vyaakaran).

The work is that of digitization and presentation of the available published content. The work will avoid, as much as possible, fresh authorship (except for essential translation), of the sacred texts. The milestones and timeline is under planning.

We seek blessings from the Learned and Erudite. We hope for support from Samajas and Sabhas. We seek help and invite ‘sram-daan’ from the Aryajan for planning and execution. We also look forward to synergizing with groups taking steps in similar direction.

Kindly oblige by writing to virendra@vedakosh.com